
Luke, Jim & Ben

1. Luke oh yeah,

2. and I actually had a fight with erm,

3. Carl, Tim and Ben,

4. like two months ago,

5. [a real fight?]

6. [we went to a club,]

7. yeah kind of,

8. kind of a fight,

9. it was quite h-

10. quite harsh to be honest,

11. erm,

12. it was really really stupid,

13. erm,

14. Carl and me went out,

15. out of the club,

16. it was at five a clock in the morning or so,

17. and there was a guy sitting outside,

18. and he was sitting on that kind of,

19. on the stairs,

20. and Carl kind of stepped over his feet,

21. I don't know how it happened,

22. and then he said "please don't touch my feet, mate"

23. and Carl was like,

24. "ok but you could have,

25. em you could have taken your feet away,

26. you don't have to spread it out like this,

27. and then it- it started you know?

28. "what do you want from me, what do you want from me?"

29. and he was like " nothing "

30. "I'm just telling you, you could have pushed your 
legs,"

31. you know,

32. "I'm just telling you"

33. and then he started pushing him,

34. and suddenly his friend arrived, 

35. out of the club,



36. he paid and came out,

37. and just imagine,

38. it was me Tim   Ben, Fred,

39. you know Partyfred the really massive guy,

40. Ben it was like five giant rugby players,

41. really really big rugby players I'd say,

42. and they were like two Turks I'd say,

43. like one meter sixty,

44. like two smaller guys,

45. and they were just standing in front of us,

46. yelling at us,

47. pushing us away,

48. and that little guy kept on talking to Tim,

49. and he just erm,

50.   

51. went for Tim,

52. he kind of walked towards him,

53. and Tim always pushed him away,

54. and he came again,

55. and he pushed him away,

56. and he came again,

57. and Tim kept on pushing him away,

58. "get off get off,

59. just stay there"

60. keep the distance,

61. and he was like,

62. "oh look that guy pushed me around,

63. just stop pushing me around"

64. and Tim said "just stay there",

65. you know they where really really stupid,

66. Ben ((laughs))

67. Jim and then we,

68. five massive guys,

69. kind of said "ok just leave it,

70. and just leave us alone",

71. and they said "go and fuck yourself",

72. and  >I don't know<,

73. and they were just swearing at us,



74. Ben yeah 

75. Jim and then [went round the corner]

76. Ben [and they were just,

77. and    well we were basically on the way back home=

78. =and two minutes later  h the two guys were yelling at 
us,

79. came round the corner,

80. screaming at us "ey yo wankers",

81. and they ran kind of towards us,

82. and with flying fists just like trying to- to,

83. hit us,

84. and I was just l- basically that's it,

85. Ben [(laughs)]

86. Jim [()]

87. yeah and then=

88. =yeah no they were really really aggressive,

89. really drunk and they kind of erm,

90. tried to    because Tim pushed him,

91. and then he came back and tried to knock Tim out in a 
way,

92. and then Carl and me took care of one of them,

93. which just tried to hold him,

94. Ben right 

95. Jim and he was like punching me and I kind of like,

96. Carl go- his fist was just all over the place,

97. within like, 

98. we were fighting,

99. it wasn't a proper fight,

100. I kind of got a fist into my face,

101. like by accident,

102. and Tim pushed him around,

103. and then a cab    just drove round the corner,

104. and he pushed him and then he fell,

105. and he just landed in front of the taxi,

106. Ben shh 

107. but nothing happened,

108. Ben woah 

109. Luke and then we kind of tried to calm him down,



110. and I didn't see Tim,

111. but at one point I looked back at Tim,

112. and he and Fred it was,

113. or Carl,

114. they were both with their knees on his head in a way,

115. on the chest,

116. and kind of punched him,

117. and then he was kind of,

118. yeah he didn't do anything anymore,

119. he was kind of,

120.    ,

121. I don't know if he lost his consciousness,

122. but Tim told me they didn't really punch him,

123. >they didn't really punch him<,

124. and I think he kind of surrendered in a way 

125. Ben yeah 

126. Jim [because,]

127. Ben [how fucking stupid,]

128. you have to be <ABSOLUTELY> fucking stupid=

129. Jim ABSOLUTELY stup=

130. =I mean how could you,

131. Ben if there gonna be like annoying loud obnoxious pricks,

132. then at least th- not with five guys,

133. not with five guys who play rugby,

134. not with five guys who are six foot two plus,

135. Jim yeah 

136. Ben ((laughing)) I mean if you gonna start with,

137. if you gonna start with like,

138. you how tall are you six foot two six foot three,

139. Tim is six one and built,

140. Fred is like [even taller and built],

141. Jim [taller yeah]

142. Ben Carl is big,

143. Ben is big,

144. I mean they are all big ((laughing))

145. how can you be so stupid,

146. not as big but I mean you can tell you're all like,

147. sporty big and strong,



148. Jim yeah 

149. Ben even some big guys are like "ok he's taller,

150. he's not very strong or so,

151. but you guys look like you could handle yourselves,

152. you just LOOK like you know how to protect yourselves,

153. with your    whatever,

154. (sporty and active) or whatever,

155. Jim I mean they tried it two minutes before,

156. and they realised,

157. ok there is nothing to do,

158. because a,

159. we weren't really concerned about fighting,

160. or you know we didn't really want to fight,

161. I don't know 

162. b they didn't have a chance anyway,

163. and c i:t was just stupid,

164. and then they tried and tried,

165. and realised there is nothing to do,

166. because they don't really want to fight,

167. they're quite big and they kind of,

168. are not aggressive enough,

169. and then we left and then they tried it again,

170. Ben what for a third time?

171. Jim no no they like when the came [like] running round the 
corner,

172. Ben [oh]

173. Jim just towards us,

174. they were just,

175. you know they were like sprinting in a way,

176. they were just like running really fast,

177. and tried to get us from behind,

178. but then we turned around again,

179. and again there was the wall of the five big rugby 
players,

180. and I- I didn't really know what their plan was 

181. Ben ((laughs))

182. the fact they wanted to get their arse kicked,

183. Jim maybe yeah,



184. Ben and there was only two of them right?

185. Jim ((laughing)) yeah 

186. Ben I mean th- there is no counting for stupidity like 
that,

187. this is just what can you,

188. (words fail to)

189. Jim I mean they were drunk of course but,

190.    

191. Ben yeah 

192. in a way you have to admire their spirit, ((laughing))

193. I mean you've got to be crazy and stupid to do that,

194. Jim yeah 

195. Ben ((laughing))yeah 

196. Jim can you remember that guy in England?

197. when I talked to Andy,

198. who just punch[ed me in the face?]

199. Ben [punched you in the face]

200. Jim yeah 

201. Ben yeah 

202. I wasn't there that weekend,

203. when he just punched you in the face and ran off 
didn't he?

204. Jim yeah 

205. Ben and then and then he like,

206. stood at the end of the street goes,

207. "fucking [()]"

208. Jim [yeah yeah]

209. and he was really small as well,

210. he was a proper chav.


